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January 16, 2013
The Honourable Deb Matthews
Minister of Health and Long-Term Care
80 Grosvenor Street
Hepburn Block, 10th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2C4

Dear Minister Matthews,
It is with pleasure that I present the 2010/11 Annual Report for HealthForceOntario Marketing
and Recruitment Agency (HFO MRA). The HFO MRA Board deems the Agency to be in
compliance with legislation, directives, the MOU and agreements, and we remain committed to
continue to promote our shared goals of accountability and transparency. Specifically, we have
ensured that our future financial statements will include the integral components, reflect the
accepted accounting practice, and be available for public dissemination.
Health human resources are a key contributor to the realization of the Ontario government
priorities and HFO MRA remains committed to working with the government and other
partners to ensure the sustainability of a quality health care system in the years ahead.
Sincerely,

Dr. Peter Wells
Chair, Board of Directors

c.c.:

Ms. Suzanne McGurn, Assistant Deputy Minister, Health Human Resources Strategy
Division, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC)
Ms. Roz Smith, Executive Director (I), HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment
Agency
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Message from the Executive Director
Health human resource issues remain a critical component of Ontario’s health policy
challenges. The effective resolution of any of these challenges rests on the depth of
organizational collaboration that stakeholders are prepared to embrace. HealthForceOntario
Marketing and Recruitment Agency (HFO MRA) recognized the need for this collaboration
early in its history and began reaching out to a wide variety of partners including but not
limited to: the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC), Ontario’s hospitals and
other clinical service organizations, Ontario’s health regulatory colleges, local community
officials and professional associations. HFO MRA adopted the mantra ‘Stronger Together’
to help reinforce the need for partnership and collaboration in the health human resources
community and tries to live out that principle on a daily basis.
Since its inception, HFO MRA has been fortunate to rely on the wisdom and expertise of
a remarkable Board of Directors. Their advice is always thoughtful, practical and timely.
I remain indebted to them for the service that they provide to HFO MRA.
I do not often get the opportunity to thank the entire team at HFO MRA for their devotion,
energy and endless enthusiasm. In particular, the spirited leadership of Wayne Oake,
Director, Access Centre; Elsa van Vliet, Director, Ontario Physician Locum Programs;
and Russ Harrington, Director, Corporate Affairs, have made my task an easy one. As the
old saying goes, a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Simply stated, the team chain
at HFO MRA is remarkably strong.
Finally, I extend my gratitude to all of the individuals and organizations who have helped
HFO MRA to succeed. Each of our successes has been the direct result of partnership and
collaboration; I look forward to our continuing work together. HFO MRA is proud of its
accomplishments to date and remains committed to helping resolve the challenges ahead.

Brad Sinclair
Executive Director
July 2011
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Description of HealthForceOntario Marketing
and Recruitment Agency (HFO MRA)
History of HFO MRA
The past five years have been an exciting time as both HFO MRA and the Health Human
Resources Strategy Division (HHRSD) of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC)
worked to define and refine the role of HFO MRA. What commenced as an agency in 2007 that
would simply recruit qualified physicians from abroad to Ontario has evolved markedly to
become the operational arm of the government’s health human resources (HHR) strategy.
HFO MRA’s evolving operational responsibilities include working with internationally educated
health professionals, operating a range of physician locum programs, supporting the province’s
interprofessional care/education initiatives and facilitating the corporate affairs of the
Transitional Councils of the five new health regulatory colleges. The Board and Management
remain committed to supporting the Ministry’s HHR agenda.

Vision

HFO MRA has adopted the vision of the government’s HHR strategy
as its own:
HealthForceOntario (HFO) is Ontario’s strategy designed to make
the province the “employer of choice” in health care and to ensure
that Ontario has the right number and mix of qualified health-care
providers, when and where they are needed.
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Corporate Governance
Alongside the operational evolution, HFO MRA’s Board of Directors has experienced its own
evolution. Originally a three-person board, membership has grown substantially. Originally
an operational advisory Board providing strategic management advice on the start-up of
HFO MRA, it now provides strategic policy advice and direction in accordance with HFO MRA’s
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC).
The chart below documents the Board membership. (See Appendix A for member biographies)

Board of Directors 2010-11
BOARD MEMBER

POSITION ON BOARD

DATE OF APPOINTMENT

TERM OF APPOINTMENT

Dr. Amit Chakma*

Chair (Past)

27-JUN-2007 –
26-JUN-2011

4

Dr. Peter Wells**

Chair (A)

27–JUN-2007 –
27–JUN-2012

1

Dr. Joan Lesmond**

Director

25–JUN-2007 –
24–JUN-2012

1

Ms. Carolyn Acker

Director

08-OCT-2008 –
07-OCT-2011

3

Dr. Robert Howard

Director

22-OCT-2008 –
21-OCT-2011

3

Dr. John Kelton

Director

22-OCT-2008 –
21-OCT-2011

3

Mr. Arun Mathur

Director

17-MAY-2011 –
16-MAY-2014

3

Dr. Raymond Pong

Director

19-NOV-2008 18-NOV-2011

3

* Term expired June 2011
** Reappointment
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Core Business
Core business for HFO MRA continues to be organized around four units: Marketing & Recruitment,
Access Centre, Ontario Physician Locum Programs and Corporate Affairs. Each of the business
units contributes to the ultimate vision as follows:

Marketing & Recruitment
This unit is dedicated to making Ontario the employer of choice for the health sector. It markets
the many opportunities Ontario offers to facilitate the health professional recruitment and
retention process and to ensure that Ontario has the right number and mix of health-care
professionals. This unit also includes the Community Partnership Program (CPP), a program
with representation across the province that is designed to help serve the local HHR needs of
Ontario communities.
This unit’s major activities can be divided into two categories: Internal Outreach and External
Outreach.

Internal Outreach

This is defined as marketing activity associated with clients who reside
within Ontario. The client base is two-fold, i.e., individual health
professionals seeking career opportunities in their home province,
and Ontario communities which require the clinical services of
qualified and regulated health professionals.
a. Outreach activity associated with individual health professionals
has been largely targeted towards Ontario’s graduating physicians.
The Marketing & Recruitment unit provides career counselling to
Ontario’s graduating physicians and through the Community
Partnership Program helps to educate them on the career
opportunities in Ontario communities.
b. Outreach activity associated with Ontario communities was originally
targeted at educating the various officials and representatives re:
the services and resources that HFO MRA could provide to them.
Over the past 12-18 months that outreach has grown considerably
more sophisticated and includes development of best practice
modules on a broad array of recruitment-related issues, e.g.,
fundamentals of successful recruiting, working with the media
and customer relationship management.
On a broader level, this internal outreach seeks to marry the career
aspirations of individual physicians and Physician Assistants with the
needs of Ontario’s communities.
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External Outreach

This is defined as marketing activity associated with the recruitment
of qualified health professionals from outside of Ontario. To date, the
Marketing & Recruitment unit has focused on physician recruitment.
In 2010-11, activities have been focused exclusively on physicians
from the following disciplines: Family Medicine, General Internal
Medicine, Psychiatry, Emergency Medicine, General Surgery and
General Paediatrics.
External outreach is divided into two areas: face to face outreach
and digital media outreach.
a. Face to face outreach included travel to the U.S. and focused
largely on the border states and New England to promote Ontario
as the employer of choice to qualified physicians living and working
in those jurisdictions. Over the past year, this outreach included
more than 50 such encounters.
b. Digital media outreach included the use of various digital marketing
initiatives and was used to market Ontario’s communities, the
Agency’s services, as well as educate audiences about the universal
health-care system. Digital outreach was supplemented by print
advertising and other collateral printed materials.

All other activity under the management umbrella of Marketing & Recruitment was supportive to
the two activities noted above. This supportive activity includes management of HealthForceOntario.ca
(a government web site) and management of the Community Partnership Program.

5

Core Business cont’d
Access Centre
This unit supports Ontario’s health human resources mandate by providing case management
services for two distinct client groups:

• Internationally educated health professionals who are residents of
Ontario and wish to pursue registration in their profession come to
the Access Centre for information on the path to practice, referral to
immigration and professional-related services, and sessions that help
prepare them for successful integration into their profession. Since
inception, more than 13,500 clients have registered with the Access
Centre, nearly 75% of whom are physicians. The Access Centre has
helped more than 650 physicians successfully compete for a medical
residency position that is the critical requirement for becoming a
registered physician in Ontario. Hundreds of nurses, pharmacists,
medical laboratory technicians, physiotherapists and clients from
other regulated health professions have also been successfully
integrated into their profession or an alternative career compatible
with their education and experience. A significant return on investment
is realized as clients move from jobs for which they are overqualified
to well paid professional positions in their field of practice.
• Qualified physicians from countries with reciprocal agreements with
Ontario receive case management services to help them prepare
for registration, employment and immigration to Ontario. Since
inception, the Access Centre has been in contact with thousands of
qualified physicians and has actively helped more than 400 become
registered and begin practice in Ontario. These physicians are
addressing Ontario’s shortage of Family Physicians and high-need
specialties today.

The Access Centre works closely with a broad range of stakeholders to ensure that clients
receive information that is current and services that are well coordinated. Additionally,
the Access Centre writes and widely distributes a quarterly e-newsletter, the IEHP Network,
for stakeholders in recognition of the sector’s interest in developing best practices and
client-centred services.
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Ontario Physician Locum Programs
This unit helps provide Ontario residents with access to medical services, replacing a physician
who is on vacation, on education leave or otherwise unavailable to the community, or temporarily
filling a physician vacancy while a community is recruiting. The three distinct physician locum
programs help medical service to be delivered when and where it is needed. The three locum
programs are:

The Rural Family Medicine Locum Program (RFMLP)
Provides temporary, short-term replacement coverage for eligible physicians
practising in rural communities. From April 1, 2010 to March 31, 2011, 210
locum physicians provided 4,075 days of locum coverage for 219 participating
rural physicians in 73 active eligible communities.

The Northern Specialist Locum Program (NSLP)
Provides replacement specialist locum coverage in designated areas and
specialties in Northern Ontario. From April 1, 2010 to March 31, 2011, NSLP
approved 1,691 assignments totalling 8,408 days of locum coverage for 28
specialties in 16 communities. These services were provided by 269 specialists.

The Emergency Department Coverage Demonstration Project (EDCDP)
Provides urgent, last-resort, physician locum coverage to designated high-need
hospitals that are facing significant challenges covering Emergency Department
shifts. From April 1, 2010 to March 31, 2011, almost 21,000 hours of coverage
were provided to approximately 20 designated EDCDP hospitals. Since program
inception in October 2006, more than 80,000 hours of urgent locum coverage
have been provided, and 109 hospitals have received EDCDP assistance through
locum coverage, advice and/or referral.

In addition to administering these three programs, and based on best practices among program
participants, the Ontario Physician Locum Programs (OPLP) team offers advice to communities
and hospitals as well as referrals to relevant programs and other resources. As advisors to
government, LHINs and others, OPLP’s expertise is also sought at multiple provincial committees
and task forces.
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Core Business cont’d
Corporate Affairs
This unit is dedicated to

The provision and maintenance of HFO MRA corporate infrastructure including:
• Staff payroll, benefits and Human Resources
• Finance
• Facilities Management
• Product and Service Procurement
• Information Technology
• Compliance with all legal, conflict of interest and privacy matters and
• Freedom of Information
Day to day operational management of HFOJobs
Corporate Affairs for the Transitional Councils for the five new health
regulatory colleges
Support for the Province’s Interprofessional Care/Education Initiatives
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Analysis of Operational Performance
Performance Targets 2010-11
Appendix B: HFO MRA Logic Model: 2010-11 provides a schematic of the Agency’s core
business, strategic directions, activities and outcomes. The column entitled, “Intermediate
Indicators 2010/11” lists specific performance targets for the Agency and its business units
as determined in consultation with the Ministry. Client and stakeholder satisfaction were key
performance indicators for the overall Agency and each unit. An anonymous survey was sent
through Survey Monkey to all stakeholders and to all clients receiving service in 2010-11.
Responses were received from 8% of stakeholders (n = 195), 22% of IEHP clients (n = 784),
15% of physician recruitment clients (n = 70) and 9% of physician retention clients (n = 18).
Agency-wide targets were focused on increasing our connections to key stakeholders and
stakeholder satisfaction ratings of the overall Agency. Stakeholder encounters increased year
over year by more than 9% (target = 10% increase). Overall satisfaction ratings of 84% were
above the annual target of 75%.
Performance targets related to internationally educated health professionals included the
number of new clients (target = 3100, actual = 3759), average number of active clients (target
= 2000, actual = 3159) and the percentage of Ontario’s medical residencies offered to clients
(target = 50%, actual = 61%). Client satisfaction ratings of 69% were marginally below the
annual target of 75%. A review of additional comments offered by IEHP clients indicates that
a significant aspect of their dissatisfaction stems from their inability to gain registration in
their professions.
Performance targets related to physician locum programs focused on client satisfaction and
averting emergency room closures. The Rural Family Medicine Locum Program response rate
from rural physicians was 72% (n = 715) with a client satisfaction rate of 99.7% (target 75%);
the locum physician response rate was 84% (n = 830) with a client satisfaction rate of 99.3%
(target 75%). With a 61% response rate (n = 14), organizations supported by the Northern
Specialist Locum Program had a 93% client satisfaction rate (target 75%). The Emergency
Department Coverage Demonstration Program (EDCDP) had a target of 0 closures in EDCDP
hospitals (n = ~30) which was achieved. For non-EDCDP hospitals (n = ~120) the target of
0 closures in partnership with the Ministry and LHINs was also achieved.

Continued...
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Analysis of Operational Performance cont’d
Performance targets related to recruiting qualified physicians from outside Ontario include
conversion rates on physicians expressing interest in our services relative to the number who
became clients (target = 10% increase, actual = 20%) and physician clients in high-need specialties
(target = 10% increase, actual = 23%). Client satisfaction ratings of 69% were marginally below
the annual target of 75%. A review of additional comments offered by these clients indicates
that a significant aspect of their dissatisfaction stems from their inability to find employment
in Ontario or the challenges associated with immigration and/or registration in Ontario.
Performance targets related to the retention of Ontario’s domestically trained physicians included
satisfaction ratings from medical resident clients (target = 75%, actual = 62%) and the number
of medical residents who became clients (target = 300, actual = 211). The small number of
clients responding to the survey (n = 18) suggests that these results should be interpreted with
caution. However, the low response rate (9%) is a concern that needs to be better understood.
In 2011-12, the Agency will be redoubling its efforts to provide broader and more timely services
to this group of clients. We look forward to assessing the results of these efforts.
This is the first year the Agency has been asked to undertake a formal review of its services
relative to pre-determined performance measures. We are enthused by the overall results and
committed to maintaining and strengthening our performance in the coming year.
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Government Directives
HFO MRA is subject to Directives, Policies and Directions issued by the Management
Board of Cabinet, and the Government. The Agency is reliant on the MOHLTC for
receiving copies of such documents and appreciates efforts by the Ministry to keep the
Agency informed of new, or changes to, existing Directives, which assists the Agency in
maintaining compliance.
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Preface to 2010/11 Audited Financial Statements
The report by Deloitte and Touche LLP on the 2010/11 financial statements was prepared
to assist HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment Agency (HFO MRA) to comply with
the reporting requirements of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) and was
solely for the use of HFO MRA and MOHLTC and not for distribution to outside parties. While
Deloitte and Touche has not removed the restriction on distribution of these statements, the
Agency is confirming that the Minister is able to table in the legislature and make public the
2010/11 HFO MRA Annual Report, and rely on the financial statements as a demonstration of
transparency and public accountability.
Producing a balance sheet for the Agency requires the Agency to have received two consecutive
years of revenue. The first year the Agency received revenue for all its expenses (payroll and
accounts payable) was 2011/12. Therefore, the first balance sheet will be produced in 2012/13,
and thereafter will continue to be a component of the audited financial statements.
A cash flow statement requires two years of reported balance sheets, in this case 2012/13
and 2013/14. Therefore, the first cash flow statement will be produced in 2014/15, and
thereafter will continue to be a component of the audited financial statements.
In addition, all components of the audited financial statements will have comparative
amounts for the previous year.
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Audited Financial Statements
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Audited Financial Statements cont’d
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Audited Financial Statements cont’d
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Audited Financial Statements cont’d

HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment Agency

By:
Name: Dr. Peter Wells
Title: Chair (A), Board of Directors

HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment Agency

By:
Name: Dr. Robert J. Howard
Title: Member, Board of Directors
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Appendix A−Board Member Biographies
Dr. Amit Chakma
Amit Chakma is the 10th President and Vice-Chancellor of The University
of Western Ontario. Dr. Chakma arrived at Western after serving the
University of Waterloo since 2001 as Vice-President, Academic & Provost,
and as a Professor in the Department of Chemical Engineering. Prior
to that, he served as Dean of Engineering and then Vice-President
(Research) and International Liaison Officer at the University of Regina.
He began his academic career as a Professor of Chemical and Petroleum
Engineering at the University of Calgary.
Dr. Chakma is a graduate of the Algerian Petroleum Institute (Dip. Ing.,
1982) and the University of British Columbia (Master of Applied Science,
1984, and PhD, Chemical Engineering, 1987). The author of more than
100 articles, he is a leading expert in areas related to petroleum research
and energy management. His research interests include: mass transfer,
gas separation, gas processing, membrane separation, petroleum waste
management, greenhouse gas control technology, and energy and environmental systems modelling.
In addition to his roles at Western, Dr. Chakma currently serves as Chair
of the Board of HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment Agency.
In 1998, Dr. Chakma was recognized with Canada’s Top 40 Under 40
Award, given annually to honour Canada’s best and brightest in their
fields younger than 40. He is a fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Engineering.
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Appendix A−Board Member Biographies cont’d
Dr. Peter Wells
Dr. Peter Wells graduated from McMaster University with a Bachelor
of Arts in Psychology in 1976 and as a Medical Doctor in 1980. He
obtained his Canadian College of Family Physicians certification in
1982, and received his Fellowship from the College of Family Physicians
of Canada in 2002. In 2009, Dr. Wells achieved his Fellowship in Rural
and Remote Medicine.
Dr. Wells is the Founder and Executive Director of the Rural Ontario
Medical Program, as well as a Family Physician with a busy practice in
Collingwood. He has a teaching appointment from McMaster University
as a Part-Time Assistant Clinical Professor, and the University of
Toronto as Assistant Professor. Dr. Wells has been teaching at the
Collingwood hospital for more than 20 years.
In 1988, Dr. Wells founded the Rural Ontario Medical Program in response
to the severe physician shortage in our region. Dr. Wells continues to
lead the Rural Ontario Medical Program and has recently been presented
to the Canadian Parliamentary Standing Committee on Health for
Health Human Resources. Currently, Dr. Wells serves as the Vice-Chair
of HealthForceOntario Marketing and Recruitment Agency.
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Dr. Joan Lesmond
Dr. Joan Lesmond is the Executive Director of Community Engagement
at Saint Elizabeth Health Care, a not-for-profit charitable organization
that has been dedicated to delivering the highest calibre of health-care
in the home and community since 1908. In this role, she is responsible
for building community partnerships and engagement in the areas of
direct service delivery, international consulting and SEHC’s chronic
disease self-management program.
Ms. Lesmond also serves as the Executive Director of the Saint Elizabeth
Health Care Foundation, a leading Canadian charity. In this role,
Ms. Lesmond combines her years of experience in leadership, health
and community service for the advancement of knowledge and charitable
initiatives in home and community care.
Ms. Lesmond is a dynamic, well-known nursing leader who has worked
in the community health-care field for over 30 years. As the former
Chief Nursing Executive and Director of Professional Practice at Casey
House Hospice in Toronto, Ms. Lesmond was responsible for ensuring
consistent high-quality care and service delivery, as well as effective
management and professional practice across community and institutional settings at the HIV/AIDS treatment hospice. Further experience
includes positions with several provincial associations. Over the last
14 years, Ms. Lesmond has instructed Baccalaureate Nursing Students
in Community Health at Ryerson University.
Ms. Lesmond is currently President of the Association of Ontario Health
Centres (AOHC), Vice President of the Ontario Community Support
Association (OCSA), and Board Member of the Ontario Hospice
Association, Women’s College Hospital, and HealthForceOntario
Marketing and Recruitment Agency. She is Past President of the
Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario (RNAO), Past President of
the International Nurses Interest Group of the RNAO, Past President
of Regent Park Community Health Centre and Past Board Member of
the Canadian Nurses Protective Society.
Ms. Lesmond holds a Doctor in Education – Health Policy and a Master
of Science in Community Health Nursing from D’Youville College in
Buffalo, and a Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Ryerson University
in Toronto.
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Appendix A−Board Member Biographies cont’d
Ms. Carolyn Acker
Carolyn Acker began her career as a Registered Nurse at Saint Michael’s
Hospital, and then became a Community Health Nurse with Saint
Elizabeth Health Care. She later obtained a Bachelor of Administrative
Studies from York University and a Master of Arts in Applied Behavioural
Sciences from City University in Seattle, Washington. In 2010, she
received an Honorary Doctorate of Science from the University of
New Brunswick and was recognized as a “Canadian Pioneer in Poverty
Reduction”. At Saint Elizabeth Health Care, she held positions of
District Nurse specializing in Palliative Care, District Administrator,
Director of Nursing Services, and Director of Policy and Program
Development. In 1992, she became the Executive Director of the Regent
Park Community Health Centre, in Canada’s oldest and largest public
housing community. The Health Centre served about 20,000 people
annually who were largely disadvantaged or homeless and offered
a range of medical, dental, health and social services; community
development; and capacity building programs. In 2006, she became
the founding Executive Director of Pathways to Education Canada,
a Public Foundation. Today, Carolyn holds the position of Founder of
Pathways to Education Canada.
In 2001, as Executive Director of the Regent Park Community Health
Centre, she founded the Pathways to Education Program and fundraised
to sustain and replicate it. At the time, she didn’t think of herself as a
social entrepreneur; rather she was working hard to break the cycle
of poverty and implement the Health Centre’s vision of “Community
Succession”− that the young people growing up in the community
would be the future doctors, nurses, social workers, community
development workers and administrators of the Centre. Six years
later, the 56% high school drop-out rate became just 11% and postsecondary attendance increased from 20% to 81%. In order to replicate
this program in other low income communities, she became the founding
Executive Director of Pathways to Education Canada where she led
the replication of Pathways in five other communities in Ontario and
Quebec. The results from the replication sites are as good as or better
than the results in Regent Park. Pathways is now in 10 other low income
communities from Winnipeg to Halifax and more than 3,300 students
are getting results that mirror these.
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Dr. Robert J. Howard
Robert J. Howard is one of Canada’s leading health-care administrators.
He is the President and Chief Executive Officer of St. Michael’s Hospital,
an academic hospital dedicated to caring for the critically ill and
society’s most vulnerable. St. Michael’s Hospital is known as Toronto’s
Urban Angel.
Bob Howard is a well-respected Cardiologist and is also known in the
health-care world for his leadership in quality improvement. He has
made it the cornerstone of the Hospital’s strategic plan, and his work
in this area is setting the benchmark among the Toronto Central LHIN
and within Ontario.
This year, under Bob’s leadership, St. Michael’s will officially open two
linked buildings—the Keenan Research Centre and the Li Ka Shing
International Healthcare Education Centre—that together form the
Li Ka Shing Knowledge Institute. This innovative facility brings the
worlds of health sciences research and medical education together to
advance patient care faster. Prior to his appointment as President and
CEO, Bob was the Executive Vice-President, Programs and Education
at St. Michael’s. Under his leadership, the Hospital saw unprecedented
growth in the education and academic partnerships portfolio.
Bob has an undergraduate degree in Industrial Engineering from the
University of Toronto, a medical degree from McMaster University,
and an Executive MBA from the Richard Ivey School of Business, and
is a Professor in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Toronto.
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Appendix A−Board Member Biographies cont’d
Dr. John G. Kelton
Dr. Kelton is the Dean of the Faculty of Health Sciences and VicePresident for McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. The Faculty
of Health Sciences includes the Michael G. DeGroote School of Medicine,
School of Rehabilitation Sciences, the Bachelor of Health Sciences,
Midwifery Education Program, various graduate studies programs,
and the Physician Assistant’s Program. Dr. John Kelton has an active
clinical practice along with a research focus into platelet and bleeding
disorders with a particular focus on bleeding disorders of pregnant
women and heparin induced thrombocytopenia.
Dr. Kelton’s research contributions have led to numerous national and
international awards for research excellence including his induction
as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, the Jean-Julliard Award from
the International Society of Blood Transfusion, the Emily Cooley Award
from the American Association of Blood Banks, and the Bernard L.
Schwartz Award from the Scripps Research Institute, among others.
He is the author of five books, more than 80 book chapters, and more
than 300 scientific publications including more than 15 original articles
in the New England Journal of Medicine. Dr. Kelton graduated (cum
laude) from the University of Western Ontario in 1973. Following
specialty and research training at Duke University in North Carolina and
McMaster University, he joined McMaster’s Faculty of Health Sciences
in 1977.
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Dr. Raymond W. Pong
Dr. Raymond Pong established the Centre for Rural and Northern Health
Research (CRaNHR) at Laurentian University in 1992 and was its Director
for 18 years until he stepped down in 2010 and became a Senior Research
Fellow of the research centre. He is also a Professor of the School of
Rural and Northern Health at Laurentian University and the Northern
Ontario School of Medicine.
Prior to joining CRaNHR, he worked many years for the provincial
governments of Alberta and Ontario, mostly in the areas of health care
and health human resources.
He obtained a PhD degree in sociology at the University of Alberta.
As a Researcher, he specializes in rural health, health services and policy,
and the health workforce. His research has been supported by such
organizations as the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Canadian
Health Services Research Foundation, Richard Ivey Foundation, Change
Foundation, Canadian Institute for Health Information, Ontario Ministry
of Health and Long-Term Care, and Health Canada. He has published
extensively.
Dr. Pong has also served on many international, national, and provincial
committees and task forces such as the World Health Organization
expert group on recruitment and retention of rural health-care workers,
the Rural and Northern Health Care Panel of Ontario, the Canadian
Collaborative Centre for Physician Resources, and the Scientific Advisory
Committee on Rural and Northern Health Research of the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research.
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Mr. Arun K. Mathur
Arun K. Mathur is a Chartered Accountant with more than 30 years of
business experience. Today, he is the Partner in charge of the Toronto
office of Gerald Duthie & Co. LLP Chartered Accountants. Here, he
helps business owners with growth and financial challenges and advises
clients on business acquisitions and complex business problems.
In 1978, Mr. Mathur obtained his Chartered Accountancy designation
with Ernst & Young’s Toronto office (Clarkson Gordon), specializing
in information systems auditing. He acquired experience in internal
control evaluation and contract compliance auditing.
As well, Mr. Mathur has extensive experience as a commercial real
estate broker including buying and selling commercial properties,
arranging financing, investment syndication, managing commercial
properties and rezoning land to higher uses.
Mr. Mathur prepared and delivered a course on Improving Governance
in the Not for Profit Sector for the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Ontario. He has also prepared a comprehensive governance program
for United Way Toronto’s agencies to be delivered in fall, 2011. He provides
corporate training in accounting and finance through University of
Ontario Institute of Technology and Durham College.
Mr. Mathur has served the not-for-profit sector for more than three
decades and has audited many not-for-profit entities in the Toronto area.
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Corporate
Affairs

Ontario
Physician
Locum
Programs

Access Centre

Marketing and
Recruitment

Core Business

f

Maintain appropriate operational
and financial discipline on each
aspect of the Agency’s activities.

Manage other elements of the
government’s health human
resource strategy as agreed upon
by the government and the
Agency’s Board of Directors; and

Serve as a policy advisory/
reference group to the
government and other related
stakeholders on health human
resource issues as requested;

Support and facilitate the
implementation of
interprofessional care/education
in Ontario’s health system;

Coordinate and deliver select
physician locum programs that
provide necessary clinical
services to eligible Ontario
communities/hospitals and
provide policy advice;

Help internationally educated
health professionals practice
their profession or transition to
an alternative health career
consistent with their education
and experience;

Work with the broader Ontario
recruitment community to
enhance health care practitioner
recruitment readiness;

Promote the advantages of
Ontario’s professional practice
opportunities to the province’s
health care practitioners;

Recruit internationally and
nationally health care
practitioners for Ontario by
showcasing the province as an
ideal place to work and live;

Strategic Directions
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Municipal
Associations

Examination
Bodies

HHR Recruiters

Professional
Associations

Primary Care
Delivery

Physician
Leaders

Hospitals

Assessment
Agencies

Community
Based
Organizations

Government

LHINs

Post-graduate
Medical
Programs

Medical Schools

Bridge Training
Programs

Regulatory
Colleges

Key Partners &
Stakeholders
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Ensure good governance
practices

Ensure financial accountability

Manage and operate three
physician locum programs and
provide related policy advice

Assist IEHPs to become qualified
to practice in Ontario

Retain Ontario’s Domestic Health
Care Professionals

Market Ontario to qualified
Health Care Professionals
Outside of Ontario

Work with Stakeholders to
deliver on the Agency's
mandate

Core Business Activities

Unqualified audit opinion issued
on management’s year end
financial statements

Year end review finds no
significant Agency deviance from
requirements
Compliance with MOU and
Operational Service Agency
governance requirements

Over 75% of NSLP hospital/
community contacts rate services
as good or excellent

Over 75% of RFMLP physicians
rate services as satisfied or very
satisfied

Together with the Ministry and
LHINs, no (0%) ED closures in
non- EDCDP hospitals

No (0%) ED closures in EDCDP
hospitals

Over 50% of Ontario’s IMG
residencies are offered to clients

Over 75% of clients rate services
as good or excellent

Average of over 2,000 active
clients

Over 3,100 new IEHPs clients
register with the Agency

75% of medical resident clients
rate Practice Ontario services as
good or excellent

Over 300 medical residents
converted from EOIs to clients; an
increase of over 10%

75% of clients rate the Agency’s
overall recruitment activities/
support as good or excellent

10% increase of clients in the high
need specialties (family medicine,
emergency medicine and
psychiatry)

10% increase in conversions of
EOIs to clients

Over 75 % of Stakeholders rate
satisfaction as good or excellent

Over 10% increase in Stakeholder
encounters

Intermediate
Indicators
2010/2011

Results of annual audit

# of days representing clinical
sessions and on-call coverage
provided by NSLP locums

# of days of clinical services
provided by RFMLP locums

# of non-EDCDP hospitals advised
re ED Coverage

# of hours of clinical services
provided by EDCDP locums

% of Ontario residencies offered to
IMG Clients

Client satisfaction with services

# of IEHPs registered as clients

Client satisfaction with services

# of medical resident clients
generated from EOIs from events

Client satisfaction with services

# of clients generated from EOIs
from events

Stakeholder satisfaction with
services

# of Stakeholder encounters

Key Output Indicators

HFO MRA LOGIC MODEL: 2010/11
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Ontarians have
access to
the right
number and mix
of qualified
health care
providers,
when and
where they are
needed

Ontario is
considered an
‘employer of
choice in
health care’.

Ultimate Outcomes
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Appendix C−Directives, Policies and
Guidelines Applicable to the Agency
If a Directive is listed the Policy and Guideline also applies. Guidelines or Policies are listed only
if there is no corresponding Directive. This list is not exhaustive. Amended, revised or successive
Directives, Policies and Guidelines contained in this list continue to apply to the Agency until the
list is updated.
1. The Agency shall comply with the following Management Board of Cabinet Directives, Policies
and Guidelines:

Accountability;
Advertising Content;
Advertising and Creative Communication
Services Procurement;
Agency Establishment and Accountability;
Cash Management;
Emergency Evacuation Planning;
Enhancing Privacy: Computer Matching of
Personal Information;
Freedom of Information and Privacy;
General Expenses;
Government Appointees;
Government Publications Directive;
Internal Audit;
Management of Recorded Information Directive;
Privacy Impact Assessment Guidelines;
Procurement Directive for Consulting Services;
Procurement Directives for Goods and Services;
Procurement Directive for Information Technology;
Real Property and Accommodation;
Risk Management Policy;
Travel, Meal and Hospitality Expenses;
Visual Identity
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2. The Agency shall comply with all MOF Directives, Policies and Guidelines.
3. The Agency shall comply with any new Directives applicable to operational service agencies
that may be approved in the future by MBC, or by any body with the authority to make Directives
that are binding on such an agency unless the Agency is specifically exempted by MBC, or by
the body that made the Directive, and the MOHLTC gives the Agency a written confirmation of
that exemption.
4. The Agency shall develop its own Policies and Procedures on the following matters with reference
to the associated Directives:

(a) Conflict of Interest and Post-Service Employment.
(b)
		
		
		
		

Intellectual Property: The Board shall develop intellectual 		
property policies that cover the holding of intellectual property,
which are consistent with the principles of the Managing,
Distribution and Pricing Government Information (Intellectual
Property) Directive.

(c)

Information and Information Technology: The Agency shall
have policies in place which are consistent with the principles
of the Information and Information Technology Directive.
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